THE VERTIRAKES

P.V.R. (Pedestrian Vertirake)
- for Golf greens, Bowling greens, Cricket pitches and Tennis courts.

J.V.R. (Junior Vertirake)
- for Golf course greens, Bowling turf, Fine lawns etc.

T.V.R. (Tractor Vertirake)
- for Golf course fairways, Municipal Parks, Sports pitches.

These three machines have been designed to remove all the thatch, thus stimulating recovery and growth of strong healthy grasses. You will find that each machine will clear the difficult, dead, matted, fibrous grass that is so often so difficult to get rid of.

We have a machine for every purpose from the small golf green to the largest Municipal playing fields. One great labour saving device we have fitted on our P.V.R. model is the very large glass fibre collecting box which saves an enormous amount of time and energy that would otherwise be wasted in sweeping up afterwards.

Start your New Year off well by writing for full information on VERTIRAKES to:

H. PATTISSON & CO. LTD.,
STANMORE HILL WORKS, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX.
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Front Cover Picture
Presentation to mark the delivery of the 300th Ransomes-Hahn Tournament Triplex in U.K. to Wentworth Golf Club: left to right: Harry Mills, Head Greenkeeper, Wentworth G.C.; David Heath, Director, Gatton Manor G.C., who bought the first Tournament Triplex in Britain; Guy Catchpole, general marketing manager, Ransomes grass machinery division; Ken Salt, managing director of Andrews of Sunningdale, who supplied the Tournament Triplex, and on the machine, Wentworth greenkeeper Brian Turner.
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PARKER PACKAGE
Everything you need in turf maintenance & equipment

This is what you get in the Parker Package:
FREE Turf Advisory Service • Big selection of grass seeds, including Mommersteeg pedigree mixtures • Parker's own "Verdant" range of fertilisers and grass seeds • Watering Equipment and Disease Control products • Complete After-Sales Service for Mowers, Tractors & Machinery.

And there's more for you in the Parker Package!
Parker are main distributors for Leyland Tractors Sisis • Lodge • Ransomes • Dennis • Hayter • Allen Flymo • May & Baker • Synchemicals • Proctor Nets Perfecto Golf Accessories • Deckson

Find out more about the Parker Package. Write for our complete catalogue.

T. PARKER & SONS (Turf Management) LTD.
Worcester Park, SURREY.
Tel: 01-337 7791 (10 lines) 01-337 0861.
Last month a significant step forward in the history of the Association was made. The Golf Development Council had invited the British Golf Greenkeepers’ Association to become a Member Organisation of the Council, your Executive Committee accepted the proposal and with the G.D.C. Executive Meeting held in London on Tuesday 9th April, the election was confirmed.

This is the first time that the working side of the industry has been represented in a national golfing organisation and the Association will be grateful for this opportunity to make its voice heard in the nationwide development of the game.

The other bodies represented on the Council are:
- The Royal & Ancient Golf Club.
- The Golf Foundation.
- The Ladies’ Golf Union.
- The Sports’ Council.
- The National Golf Clubs’ Advisory Association.
- The Artisan Golfers’ Association.
- The National Association of Public Golf Courses.
- Professional Golfers’ Association.

The Editor has represented the Artisan Golfers’ Association on the Council ever since its inception, so the needs of the Greenkeepers and greenkeeping have not gone unremarked. But now the Association itself will be sending two delegates to the Council meeting, and when there are matters of interest to Greenkeepers to be discussed at Executive Meetings, the Association will be invited to send a representative.

A unique golf tournament in Belgium was jointly sponsored by Ransomes and their Belgian distributors A. Verbeke and Sons.

The ProAm tournament, at Latem Golf Club, near Ghent, on March 30, was the first in Belgium organized for professionals and players under 21 years of age.

In fact the youngest taking part were a boy of 11, and a girl of 13 from the home club.

What was particularly appreciated was the way the professionals helped their young team members with each shot. All agreed that it was a very successful occasion and an outstanding event for Belgian golf and the promotion of junior golf in particular.

Among those taking part were the well known Belgian professional Flory Van Donck and the Belgian ladies champion Mlle. C. Reybrock.

The winners of the Verbeke-Ransomes cup were led by the Keebergen Club professional W. Van Begin.

The picture shows Guy Catchpole, general marketing manager, Ransomes grass machinery division (second left) with Flory Van Donck (centre) and his team at Latem G.C.
Chipmans unique method of sand injection is the answer to surface drainage of sportsturf

Chipman Limited, Horsham, Sussex. Telephone: Horsham 60341/5
Marlborough House, 1a Cranmer Street, Nottingham NG3 4GL. Telephone: Nottingham 607065
Royal Chambers, Station Parade, Harrogate, Yorks. Telephone: Harrogate 68658
Those who have made a lengthy study of golfers swinging a club, will have noticed a number of quirks peculiar to different individuals.

Quirks that are natural, not gimmicks. The latter which I was once given to understand, not by an editor, were useful for selling purposes. There are times when one is driven to bluntness. Gimmicks are “instant cures”. The Aspirin and Enos after a bibulous night out.

People do very odd things. A young lady I know, had a habit of kicking off her shoes before driving her car. That, I suppose a nearly an eccentricity. I recall apprehension that a stockinged foot would lack weight when applied to the brake pedal. On a very hot day she discarded her golf shoes, and competed in golf socks.

Unlike the occasion when Sam Snead did the same thing, in his younger days, there was no dissentient uproar.

Saddled with a compulsive habit of watching, detail catches the eye. It has been made clear, many times, I hold the breaking down of the swing into sections results in confusion. But, there is some searching in the mind over certain habits. Why for instance, do some players after years and years of experience fiddle with their grip before starting the swing? The first class players take the club in their fingers, without any fuss. There may be slight adjustments to correct a change that has crept in unbeknownst.

I have read somewhere of a golfer who was worried, for his left hand grip on the club always tightened as he started the backswing. I have seen two others who suffered from this quirk. If they are told to grasp more firmly with that hand in the first place, they will only tighten up.

It looks wrong, and what looks odd usually is wrong. Any sudden change in the grip must be detrimental. It is much the same as letting go at the top. Not for the first time, I have interrupted writing to find the factual consequence. Using a normal grip, with the club head on the ground, I deliberately squeezed with the left hand. The club face opened, slightly but perceptibly.

Like the batsman in cricket, who quite unconsciously has several tugs at his cap peak, Arnold Palmer gives a hitch to his trousers. In the past, when a youngster asked a notable professional (I am near certain it was the late Archie Compton), what he did when the pressure was on, was told he tightened his shoe laces. One could never be sure how serious that character was being. It seems logical, in the sense that it could give a feeling of bracing up to the task. There may be something in that.

Bobby Locke, when he discarded plus-fours for trousers after his car smash, turned the ends up twice. He still does. I always meant to ask him why? Quirk, or for a good reason? He was not a man who indulged in quirks. Sandy Herd, one of the old-time greats, was noted for the number of waggles he took. A treasured story is of a spectator saying to him: “You take a hell of a lot of waggles, Herd”. To be answered: “Yes. But I hit a hell of a lot of good shots.”

Fred Daly took an inordinate number of waggles, prior to putting. That may have been incipient ‘twitch’. His quirk was to whistle his way round. Many a golfer takes a pull at his glove before gripping the club. This obviously began from a desire to feel the glove fitted closely, an essential. Gloves stretch, but even with a new one, it has developed into a custom with some.
Now May & Baker introduce their NEW systemic turf fungicide ('Mildothane'-Turf) for the prevention and control of disfiguring fungal diseases such as Fusarium, red thread and dollar spot.

Here is a turf fungicide which combines extremely effective systemic action with simplicity of preparation and ease of use.

The publication illustrated above gives full details of this new application of the already well-known 'Mildothane' formulation which can help you to maintain your fine turf in the finest condition.

To: May & Baker Ltd
Dagenham Essex RM10 7XS.

Please send me your publication
NEW Systemic Turf Fungicide
(Mildothane-Turf)

Name:__________________________
Address:_______________________

Mildothane® is a trade mark of the manufacturer.

The British Golf Greenkeeper
In watching the ‘name’ players of today, you seldom, if ever see the putter blade rested in front of the ball, and then grounded behind it. I do not know who started that, but many of us followed this system. Were I still playing, I would do so. What purpose did it serve? Perhaps we thought it helped in aiming, or was it to create the feeling of a follow through—now out of fashion.

There is no reason, though, to suppose the angle of the putter face behind the ball was precisely the same as when it was rested in front. Which is probably why it has departed from the ritual of putting.

A few when lining up a putt, dangle the club in a perpendicular position before their eyes. Several times the purpose of this has been explained to me, leaving me none the wiser, and causing a squint.

There are the gestures from players demonstrating their reaction to a shot. Originally they were compulsive, became habits, and are widely copied by lesser golfers. The forward kick of delight as a long one drops in the hole came from America. The clenched fist of Gary Player when he holes a vital one. And for those who remove the glove before putting, it is a must that it be put in the hip pocket. Why? Because Arnold Palmer did it.

One quirk, if it can be deemed so, has always puzzled me. It is that of the champion kissing the ball after the winning stroke. It was not responsible for his success, whereas the putter was. Others hurl it into the crowd, which is preferable. So far we have been spared anyone kissing his caddie.

In this glance at peculiarities, superstitions, quirks, or what have you, there is one piece of nostalgia. I should love to see one of the old Artisans (a vanishing mould), spit on his hands before grasping the club.
The build-up of a fibrous growth of dead material, known to the professional as "thatch", at the base of fine grasses, leads to a poor playing surface. Using any of the SISIS Rotorakes, thatch can be removed and a thatch-free playing surface maintained thereafter. Three reels are available to provide year round use of the machines – thatch removal reel, for cutting out accumulations of thatch; thatch control reel, for severing horizontally growing grasses, preventing the build-up of thatch; wire scarifying reel, for lighter surface treatment, especially in dry weather.

**SISIS Trio-Rotorake** (above left) 18" wide, power from 4-stroke 3 bhp engine to reel only.

**SISIS Auto-Rotorake** (above right) 18" wide, power to the reel and forward traverse

The **new SISIS Fibamo** 12" wide, power from 4-stroke 2 bhp engine to reel only. Thatch removal reel and wire scarifying reel only, available with this model.

*And they are all British! Write for details now*

SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LIMITED
Shoresclough Works, Hulley Rd, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 2LZ